FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
L11-5L-1S10 PRESS RELEASE

LSI/CSI Launches Dimmable Flicker-Free LED Light Stick
MELVILLE, NY – LSI Computer Systems Inc. (lsicsi.com) announces the availability of a new, easy to install LED
light stick solution powered by the LS9100X, our own Direct-AC Led Driver IC. Designated L11-5L-1S10, this
light stick is capable of enhancing poorly lit regions of your home or office and requires no bulky power
supply! It is an advanced dimmable, system-level product powered directly off the AC line.
The L11-5L-1S10 is a complete and thoroughly integrated LED lighting solution intended for display
cases/windows, work stations, under/above cabinets, closets, garages, shelves, ceilings, columns or
anywhere that needs an extra burst of light in your home or business. Important features such as the
LED’s current limiting, thermal turn-down and voltage shutdown protection circuitry are integrated in this
system guaranteeing safety and long lasting LEDs.
This all-inclusive, high quality lighting solution provides impressive performance utilizing only 5 LEDs
while achieving efficacies of 100 lumens per Watt (500 lumens light output at 5W). The new L11-5L1S10 light stick is available in 3000K or 4000K CCT and linkable up to 25 units!
Features and Benefits:

Primary Applications:




















Efficacies up to 100 lm/W
+500 lumens | 5W
> 0.97 Power Factor
3000K - 4000K CCT
30,000 + hours
12 ½ “ length
Linkable up to 25 units!
Plug-in Triac Dimmer
Patented Monolithic IC
(Archimedes Series)

Under / Above Cabinets
Closets
Shelves
Display Cases / Windows
Ceilings
Garages
Store Lighting
Bar Lighting

Custom applications are welcomed.
View the Data Sheet on our website.
For more information please contact us here:

###
ABOUT LSI/CSI
Founded in 1969, LSI/CSI began operations as the world’s first fabless semiconductor company. Along with the
development of fully custom and standard integrated circuits, LSI/CSI is a designer and manufacturer of standard and
custom LED light engines and LED luminaries. Using the latest technology, we have been able to produce a revolution in
the design of LED products without the need of bulky and expensive AC-DC power supplies. We specialize in standard
and customer specific designs for industrial and residential applications.
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